Quick & Easy
Knitting Pattern!
Perfect for
beginner
knitters!
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Have another lovely knitting pattern for you. It's
the perfect new pattern for a beginner and so
easy that an experienced knitter could whip up a
dozen in a day. Depending on your speed, these can
be knit up in under an hour, but probably no more
than 2.
The only stitches you need to know are knit and
purl. No increases, no decreases and a simple
pattern that will make it stand out while being
easy to complete.

Disclaimer
No part of this eBook may be reproduced or transmitted in any
form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording or by any information storage and
retrieval system, without written permission from the author.
Reach out to me at tammy@thrivingcreativity.com or go to the
website, www.thrivingcreativity.com, and hit contact.
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Materials
-Yarn Needle
-Stitch markers
-US Size 2 (2.75mm) straight needles
-85g ball of yarn, cotton (I used Lily Cotton, Sugar'n Cream)

Abbreviations
co
k
p
pm
sl m
bo

cast on
knit
purl
place marker
slip marker
bind off

Guage
15 rows/11 sts=2 inches stockinette stitch
This pattern is fairly simple, using only knit and purl
stitches. A border is created around the edge by knitting all
stithes around the edge, while alternating purl stitches
throughout the middle of the coaster.
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Pattern

CO 18 sts
Rounds 1-4: K all sts
Round 5: K first 3 sts, PM, P 12 sts, PM, K last 3 sts

Round 6: K all sts
Round 7: K first 3 sts, PM, P 12 sts, PM, K last 3 sts
Repeat Rounds 6 & 7, eight more times. (End on round 23)
*Make sure that for the purl round, you knit the 3 sts on
either end to create the border*
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Rounds 24-27: K all sts
BO all sts
Take a yarn/tapestry needle and weave in loose ends

If you'd like to adjust the size, simply add a few more sts
when you cast on and continue the pattern for a few
more rows, until your coaster is square shaped. This is a
super simple pattern and great for a beginner because it
knits up quickly , doesn't use much yarn, and only uses the
knit and purl stitches. Ideal for perfecting your
technique!.

